Custom Homes Builder Realizes
Significant Time Savings by Digitizing
Forms and Automating Reports
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At-A-Glance
Challenge
Needed a digital solution to host a variety of forms used by their largely mobile
workforce, that would simplify their client facing processes, while remaining familiar
and easy to use.

Solution
Used GoFormz Mobile forms to digitize their forms, allowing the Bartlett Homes team
to quickly capture signatures and approvals, without running back and forth from the
office (no more faxing, scanning or manually entering data).

Results
•

Eliminated the need to deliver, collect and accumulate overwhelming amounts of
paper forms – saving time, and reducing costly obstacles to productivity.

•

Provided management with clear, scheduled reporting on collected data –
delivering real time insights into sales metrics and project progress.

•

Automated the documentation process, eliminating the need to travel back and
forth to the office to scan, copy or fax documents. Saved significant time, and
money

Why GoFormz
“I came across a lot of different companies that I had to create my form from scratch
on their website, or if I uploaded the PDF it was difficult to get the form to fill in
where I needed them to. When you deal with so many people in an office, I had to
find a solution that would make it easy for even the ‘non-technology people’.” ––
Jeramie Kramer

About Bartlett Homes & Roofing

Bartlett Homes & Roofing has designed and built custom homes in the Treasure Valley
of Idaho for 25 years. The talented Bartlett Homes team focuses on providing custom,
high quality services “from roof to floor” –– maintaining the design and build of homes,
as well as various roofing crews throughout the area. Providing expert, specialized care
for various housing projects simultaneously requires the Bartlett Homes team to strike a
balance between efficiency and attention to detail, a difficult task. As multitasking
specialists from “Roof to Floor,” Bartlett Homes needed a digital solution that owned
and streamlined their process from start to finish –– enter, GoFormz.

The Full Story
As the Bartlett Homes collection of
forms and documents grew, Jeramie
Kramer, Roofing Specialist at Bartlett
Homes, recognized it was time to adopt
a digital solution to traditional paper
work. Their current process was
extensive, requiring clients to sign
various forms, and Bartlett
representatives to complete thorough
documentation of each agreement. In
addition to completing paperwork,
representatives would also provide
customers with copies of agreements,
requiring team members to commute
back to the office to copy forms, and
then revisit the customer’s location to
finally deliver their documents. This
process was costly and unsustainable. “I
was carrying around staples with me
every day, for all the paperwork that we
had to do,” Jeramie explained. “It was
very complicated, and very confusing,
which is why I started looking for a
solution to minimize the forms and
paperwork.”
Throughout his research, Jeramie came
across several mobile form platforms
that didn’t fit the bill. Bartlett Homes
needed an easy to launch platform that
would streamline client documentation

and form creation, that the entire staff
(even the less tech-savvy) would be able
to easily use. Upon finding GoFormz,
Jeramie used his free trial account to
digitize their most popular form, the
Roofing Agreement, and was very
happy with the simplicity and versatility
of the user interface and form
completion process.
After completing his trial and
implementing GoFormz, Jeramie
expanded the Roofing Agreement to
encompass more detail within one form,
effectively reducing the need for
additional client facing paperwork or
repeat visits. Now Bartlett Homes is
bolstering their GoFormz collection to
include mobile safety assurance forms –
– allowing Bartlett homes
representatives to visit job sites and
capture vital safety and quality
assurance details and images (e.g.
ensuring employees are wearing
harnesses, and including pictures of
project details).
Before implementing GoFormz, a large
amount of time was spent transporting
documents. “There’s a lot of time spent
driving back and forth to deliver
documents, to pick up documents, to
copy documents.” With GoFormz
mobile forms and documents, Bartlett
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progress. The best part? Reports are
automatically emailed to Jeramie –– no
reminders or extra time necessary.
“Right now I have a report for our
roofing contracts. So every morning at
7am I get an email that is date specific,
that I can go through and look and see
if we had any more sales from the day
before. And every Monday I pull a
report that I use in my sales meeting,
tracking what happened during the
week before.” –– Jeramie Kramer

“It’s so simple.”- Jeramie
Kramer
With dramatic time savings and client
facing improvements, Bartlett Homes &
Roofing is well on their way to
becoming an example of modern
efficiency. Excited with their progress
and initial success, Bartlett Homes is
working to expand their GoFormz
collection, and further enrich their forms
with powerful features and logic.

